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Fair Play Casino clears the path for MGA Games’ Dutch debut. MGA Games has taken another step
towards fulfilling its roadmap for international expansion after signalling its arrival on the Dutch online

gaming market alongside Fair Play Casino . The operator, one of the first group’s to gain a licence for
the market and debuting upon the opening of the country’s legalised online gambling market on October
1, 2022, will gain an array of igaming offerings. An integration of titles will be undertaken via the Games
Global platform, with the initial launch to feature a selection of ten games that will include three and five-
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reel as well as Megaways. Pascal Janshen , Business Development Manager at Fair Play Casino,
noted: “We are proud to be the first operator in the Netherlands to work with MGA Games and are very

excited to offer their games to our players. “Dutch players are known for their passion of classical
games, and also the Megaways series are getting a lot of attention. Therefore we have no doubt that this

collaboration will become a great success for both Fair Play and MGA Games.” In addition to the
commercial tie-up, MGA Games has also begun work on a ‘Dutch Celebritie’ product line in a bid to add

yet another notch to its celebrities formula. This strategy, which has been undertaken elsewhere, sees
collaborations inked with a range of figures from society, culture and sport from each country. “We have

made a strong commitment to the Netherlands, a recently regulated market, which represents an
important part of the MGA Games’ global expansion strategy,” commented Javier Lanfranchi , MGA
Games Sales Director. “We are sure that with our localised product and our plan for launching high-

performance games, Dutch casino operators will benefit enormously.”
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